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then, when we return to
the film, we see ila, sitting

in the apartment with a
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note in a lunchbox
addressed to her

husband. she opens it,
and it says, "i love you,
ila. saajan." she reads it
and puts it back in the

lunchbox. then we see a
shot of saajan walking

down the street, wearing
a shirt that says "i love
you" on it. we hear the

film's repeated "lunchbox"
motif, as saajan puts a
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lunchbox in the mailbox
and an empty one out. i

love the fact that the film
is set in india because this

means that i can travel
there to watch it, which is

just as important as
seeing it in the cinema. i
am a huge fan of director
ritesh batra’s work and
the lunchbox is a film i

have been eagerly waiting
to see. it’s said that
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lunchbox delivery is the
oldest business in

mumbai, dating back to
the turn of the 20th

century. the act of a kind-
hearted woman sending
her husband a lunchbox,
with notes and flowers,

every day, is the basis of
this film. we see this
through the eyes of a

lonely widower, saajan
(akshay kumar), who
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becomes the unwitting
witness of this lovely

gesture. ila (aishwarya
rai) is the “lunchbox”, of

course, and she has fallen
in love with the lonely
man who is more than

willing to reciprocate. so,
the film is about the
lunchbox that saajan

receives every day, and
we see the story unfold

from a variety of points of
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view. but the best part is
that it’s a film that has a
lot of heart and feels very

human. i thought that
akshay kumar was

wonderful as the lonely
widower, and ila is a

wonderful actor. it’s the
kind of film that you can’t
take your eyes off of, and

that’s why i think it’s
going to do great business

in india. i hope that it
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does well overseas too.
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